GYM EQUIPMENT HOIST ACCESSORIES
BA975 Electric Hoists

IPI hoists are available in ¾ HP or 1 HP models. All hoists have 115 volt single
phase, instant reversing motors, grooved cast aluminum drums and sealed
drive units with precision machined bronze alloy worm gears encased in high
lubricity gear lube. Hoists can be wall mounted or inverted and suspended
from ceiling structure. Once installed the rotary limit switch is adjustable
to control the upper and lower stopping points. Available in multiple
configurations to fit your equipment needs. Two-year limited warranty.

IPDC975 Electric Hoists for Divider Curtains

Designed specifically for raising and lowering IPI divider curtains. Available in
¾ HP or 1 HP models depending on curtain size. 115 volt single phase
instant reversing motor. Hoist has features similar to BA975 above.
Two-year limited warranty.

BA975
IPDC975

BA925 Manual Backstop Winch

Most commonly used on Fold Up wall mounted basketball systems but can
also be used on some ceiling structures with low attachment points. The
grooved cable drum and working gear drive rotate on bearings and is operated
by a padlockable hand crank. Entire assembly is pre-mounted to a 2” x 10” wall
board for easy wall attachment. Unit has a molded protective cover.
Two-year limited warranty.
BA925

BA930 Portable 115 Volt Manual Winch Driver

This right angle, high torque, reversible ½ HP unit is powerful yet lightweight. Each unit is provided
with a drive socket and a PlugHugger locking device to avoid unauthorized use. Not recommended
for ceiling backstops over 25’. One-year limited warranty.

BA930

BA955 Saf-Lok™ Safety Belt

Saf-Lok is recommended for all Fold Up backstops, all ceiling suspended movable equipment and any
wall mounted backstop that is suspended above bleachers. Saf-Lok automatically engages to hold the
ceiling or wall suspended structure in any location due to a sudden surge of speed created by cable
breakage, hardware failure or other risk. Operates much like an automobile seat belt mechanism
where sudden inertia forces the multiple catch levers to stop the downward motion of the protected
equipment. The 2” wide high strength polyester strap is rated at 6,000 lb. Always consider Saf-Lok to
protect players, fans and equipment. 35’ maximum effective strap length.
Ten-year limited warranty.

BA955RP Saf-Lok™ Strap Retracting Pulley Assembly

BA955

Use on rear braced forward folding backstops to retract the Saf-Lok strap out of the area of
play above the rim (not pictured).

IPGTSA Saf-Alarm

Add Saf-Alarm to any 115 volt electric hoist to create an audible alarm when that device is
being raised or lowered. Helps avoid possible injury during equipment setup and tear down.

IPDC280 Divider Curtain Safety Lock

For use with any Roll Up, Fold Up or Top Roll divider curtain. Automatically locks when the
downward rotation of the curtain drive tube inadvertently exceeds .75 RPM to eliminate
risk of failure or excessive curtain lowering speed. Two-year limited warranty.

IPGTSA

Design files, certificates, specifications, and more can be found on our website on our Toolbox page and at
CADdetails. Please contact us with any questions or if you need assistance with take-offs, customization, or
product recommendations. Color samples for our digitally printed items, solid and mesh vinyl, and powder
coating as well as catalogs and architect’s resource binders are available at no charge upon request.
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